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About the company
Coinomo was founded in May 2021 and within 2 months of inception,  has
received investments from top VCs like Vertex Ventures and public listed
company like Razer Inc.

Coinomo has two main product categories. 

The first one is Coinomo Retail solution, which provides one-stop
investment platform for retail customers. Main features include crypto
token trading and DeFi investment products. The technological system
simplifies the complex processes of buying DeFi, while slashing multiple
layers of fees.  With 1-click,  our customers can invest in crypto as easy as
online shopping and enjoy low fees previously unavailable to individual
customers.

The second one is OMO Finance,  a managed account service for high-net-
worth and institutional clients.

Coinomo has a proprietary risk analysis system built on the framework
developed and published by ConsensYs, an American software foundry.
Combined with Coinomo’s own analysis matrix and quantitative market
data, OMO Risk Score aims to provide an easy gauge of the underlying risks
behind each of the yield product offerings. We only offer products that we
analyzed to be safe.
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Security 

Fund security is very important to us. OMO Finance uses Cybavo,  a digital
asset security company founded by experts and pioneers from the
cryptocurrency and security industries with more than 20 years
experience in cybersecurity at the highest level. 

The solution runs in a tailor-made hardened operating system, with
reduced capabilities in order to limit potential threats focus. On top of this
hardened OS, the systems run in a sandboxed environment in order to
mitigate a potential DoS attack. All layers have been secured up to the
transaction level, including a strict policy enforcement.

TRUSTED BY MORE THAN 10,000 CUSTOMERS WORLDWIDE
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What is OMO Finance？

OMO USDC Core, a DeFi (Decentralized Finance) product with stable
return and minimum risks
OMO DEFENSIVE BULL USDC an options trading product, executed by
professional traders. The underlying options used are  BTC futrues
options and we hedge the currency risks and provide returns to
customers in USDC.
OMO DEFENSIVE BULL ETH perfect for customers who are bullish on
ETH. This is an options trading product, executed by professional traders.
The underlying options used are ETH options. The returns are generated
and reported based on ETH.

OMO Finance is a managed account service, where we allocate client assets
in various OMO financial products according to client risk appetite.

Currently, we have three OMO Finance products for customers to choose
from.

UnderlyingEst APY Currency

OMO USDC
CORE 10-15% USDC

DEFI SMART
CONTRACT

25-30% USDC BTC FUTURES &
OPTIONS

30%
*

ETH BASED
ETH ETH FUTURES &

OPTIONS



What do we offer?

Dedicated account manager & professional
crypto team to manage your portfolio and answer
all your questions

Free on-ramp service, help you cross the most
troublesome hurdle from fiat to crypto with no
hassle. 

For VIP customers, we offer a suite of VIP
products. Client is free to choose % allocation    
according to risk appetite

Personalized KYC process, personal guide and
onboarding process from account manager

What you see is what you get, the return we
report are actual returns, net of fees. We do
charge 1% annual management fees and
withdrawal fees to cover blockchain network
charges.



OMO USDC Core
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15.78%
Avg APY for the
last 30 days

The annual percentage yield (APY)
is the real rate of return earned on
an investment, taking into account
the effect of compounding interest

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/compounding.asp


OMO DEFENSIVE BULL
USDC

Spot cryptocurrency trading volumes at Binance were $789 billion in September, a
74% surge from $454 billion in July. However, derivatives volumes was even higher, at
$1.7 trillion, it more than doubled the crypto spot volume.

There are so many speculators out there paying crazy premiums for leveraged
buys. The market is plagued with price inefficiencies, that's where we come in.

A N O N Y M O U S  T R A D E R

What do we do?

We take the opposite sides of these
highly speculative crypto traders by
selling covered puts at great
premiums to earn consistent risk
controlled returns. The contracts
involved are ETH & BTC options.
This product simultanously hedge
off the price exposure to the
underlying Bitcoin & ETH assets, so
your earnings are in USDC.

Contracts start 1st & 15th every month
Withdraw anytime (14 days prior notice)

est. APY
25-30%

Perfect for investors with a bullish view on
BTC



With 30% APY

OMO DEFENSIVE
BULL ETH

60.1%
APY calculated based on
actual September results

OMO DEFENSIVE BULL ETH invovles buying and selling ETH based options
contracts on open market by a dedicated trader, to achieve a targeted estimated
APY of 30%. Some of the strategies often deployed involves covered call,
married put, straddle, etc. Contracts are normlly 14 days terms. Actual strategy
used might be adjusted according to the market.  

The returns are calculated in ETH and
will be subjected to price fluctuations
of ETH. 

Investment Principal: 100,000 USDC
Starting ETH Price: 2,000 USDC

Starting ETH Amount: 50 ETH Amount in a year: 65

ETH Price in a Year: 2500
Value in USDC:162,500

APY in USDC: 62.5%

ETH Price in a Year: 1500
Value in USDC:97,500
APY in USDC: -2.5%

EXAMPLE:

*Minimum 100k USD needed to choose this plan, please check with your sales
representative for details



Disclaimer

By accepting this presentation, recipients acknowledge that they have read, understood and accepted the
terms of this disclaimer.
This presentation is the property of, and contains the proprietary and confidential information of Seadom
Pte. Ltd. and its affiliates (collectively, the “Company”).
This presentation is being provided for informational purposes only and is intended solely to facilitate a
discussion with the recipient. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is or will be given by the
Company or its affiliates, directors, officers, partners, employees, agents or advisers or any other person as
to the accuracy, completeness, reasonableness or fairness of any information contained in this
presentation and no responsibility or liability whatsoever is accepted for the accuracy or sufficiency
thereof or for any errors, omissions or misstatements, negligent or otherwise, relating thereto. No
information included in this presentation constitutes, nor can it be relied upon as, legal, tax, investment or
other advice. Recipients should consult their independent advisors.
This presentation should not be relied upon for the purpose of evaluating the performance of the Company
or for any other purpose, and neither the Company nor any of its affiliates, directors, officers, partners,
employees, agents or advisers nor any other person, shall be liable for any direct, indirect or consequential
liability, loss or damages suffered by any person as a result of this presentation or their reliance on any
statement, estimate, target, projection or forward-looking information in or omission from this presentation
and any such liability is expressly disclaimed. In all cases, interested parties should conduct their own
investigation and analysis of the Company and the information contained herein. This presentation should
not be considered as a recommendation by the Company or any affiliate or other person in relation to the
Company or any of its subsidiaries, nor does it constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation for an offer to buy
the securities, assets or business of the Company, nor shall there be any sale of securities in any state or
jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful prior to registration or qualification
under the securities laws of any such state or jurisdiction or pursuant to an exemption therefrom. This
presentation shall not form the basis of any contract. Any references to any future or proposed transaction
are for illustrative purposes only and the terms of any such transaction should it occur may be materially
different than the terms in this presentation.
This presentation contains forward-looking statements that are subject to risks, uncertainties and other
factors. All statements other than statements of historical fact or relating to present facts or current
conditions included in this presentation are forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements give
the Company’s current expectations and projections relating to the Company’s financial condition, results
of operations, plans, objectives, future performance and business. You can identify forward-looking
statements by the fact that they do not relate strictly to historical or current facts. These statements may
include words such as “anticipate,” “estimate,” “expect,” “project,” “seek,” “plan,” “intend,” “believe,”
“contemplate,” “assume,” “will,” “may,” “could,” “would,” “continue,” “likely,” “should,” and other words and terms
of similar meaning in connection with any discussion of the timing or nature of future operating or financial
performance or other events but not all forward-looking statements contain these identifying words. Risks,
uncertainties and other factors may cause future results to differ materially from these forward-looking
statements, and potentially adversely from the historical results contained herein.
You are cautioned not to place undue reliance on the utility of the information in this presentation as a
predictor of future performance of the Company, as projected financial and other information are based on
estimates and assumptions that are inherently subject to various significant risks, uncertainties and other
factors, many of which are beyond the Company’s control.
All information herein speaks only as of (1) the date hereof, in the case of information about the Company
and (2) the date of such information, in the case of information from persons other than the Company. The
Company does not undertake any duty to update or revise the information contained herein, publicly or
otherwise. The Company has not independently verified any third party information and makes no
representation as to the accuracy or completeness of any such information.

 


